To improve the ability of security defense in supervisor control and data acquisition (SCADA) for oil and gas field, a new security model for oil and gas SCADA based on factor neural network was presented. Firstly, definition of factor and factor Space were given. Then, formal description of knowledge factor expression, analysis factor neuron and analog factor neuron were described. Finally, experimental results indicated that the proposed model can effectively improve recognition rate of different attacks, which verify the effectiveness of the model and the algorithm, which lays the foundation for the research of the simulation method
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Factor and Factor Space
Factors are basic elements which can describe objects, such as properties of objects and conditions in rules [7] [8] .The meaning of the factor can be understood from the following three aspects:
(1)Attribution: it has two meanings. The first is that when looking for reasons from the results, factors are defined as objects cause some results. The second is that while the name is selected by state or feature, the factors will be symbols of a kind of state or a set of features [9] [10] .
(2)Analyticity: factors can be understood as a way to resolve the real world, an object can be described from different aspects in a different way, and the analysis process is the process of looking for factors. Factor is common character of an object, such as age, height, profession of a person.
(3)Descriptive: everything is the intersection of the various factors, a person can be identified from age, sex, height, weight, profession, educational history and etc., and a person is an intersection of the factors. And this means that it can build a broad crosscoordinate system, such objects can be described as a point of the generalized coordinates, and factor is the name of the dimension of the generalized coordinates.
Knowledge Factor Expression
[Definition 1] In the domain of U, the atomic model of knowledge factors is a triple,
Where ○ is a set of objects of the knowledge description about U. F is a factor set when U is used to describe ○. X is a state set about F when F is used to describe ○, and
In the domain of U, the relation of knowledge mode is defined as
Where RM is a knowledge model.
() MO
is atomic model of knowledge representation in knowledge model. XM is structure group state and state transformation relation of the atomic model
The atomic model of the knowledge factor representation gives a discrete set that describes objects; this is the basis of knowledge representation with factors. The relation mode of knowledge factor representation can associate with various related knowledge or different knowledge representation; this can realize the transformation of the different ways of knowledge and knowledge reasoning. They provide the basis of representation and processing of knowledge in using factors neural network.
Formal Description of Analysis Factor neuron
An analysis factor neuron model can be described as follows:
M=｛<<O,G>,F,X>,<P,Q,R>,<A,B>｝ Where O is a set of objects in the network system; G is the structure relation in the network; F represents cognition and description factor sets is state space of factor set in the network; O,G,F,X determine the state and structure of the system together; P,Q,R is respectively reasoning, judgment and control rule set. They together complete main independent operations and control functions;
A is input from outside and B is the target or response of information processing. As a network consists of many neurons, an analysis factor neuron with reasoning function can be rewritten as:
 together describes the structure, factor and states of factor neuron. p,q,r respectively implements the reasoning, judgment and inner control function of factor neuron; a is input information; b is the target or response of factor neuron reasoning.
Formal Description of Analog Factor Neuron
As shown in Figure 1 , in the network, there is a controllable series-parallel connection network which consists of many mini-cells. 
Simulation experiment on SCADA network attack and defence
We collected 494,021 records by tcpdump tool. Each record contains 41 feature values and 1 attack type description. With the knowledge representation theory of factor space, we got the following attack type factor space set. O={all attacking behaviors},F={data link feature set, the attacking type}={F1, F2}, F2=abnormal behavior type, for F2 is able to generate G={PROBE, DOS, U2R, R2L}, so you can build the following factors space canes according to factor space canes theory:
Therefore, we can establish reasoning rules from F1 link factors to F2 abnormal type factors, these rules have shown the corresponding relationship between connection factor state vector sets and abnormal type state vector sets, in addition, on the basis of this, we can establish deduction matrix to make X F1 • R→X F2 When the system inputted a set of connection state X'F1 , according to R, the computer can infer as follows: X' F1 • R→X' F2 .
when analysis factor neural network can not definitely infer the results, then system starts analog factor neural network to detect. Analog factor neural network has 41 input nodes, and 41 connection factors. Hidden layer uses 80 nodes, output layer uses 3 nodes. Initial learning rate is set to 0.5, by training 6000 times, as a result, the accuracy rate of using analog factor neural network is higher than not. The proposed model has improved detecting efficiency ,reduced miss rate and false rate.
Conclusions
Analyzing factor, factor space, attack factors, skill and attack aim, this paper gives a new knowledge factor expression model of SCADA network attack and defence system, presents factor neuron model unrelated to t ime based on factor space of network attack and defense and proposes factor neuron model based on variable weight The experimental results further verify the valid of our proposed method, which has a higher true recognition rate than other methods. Factor neuron model based on factor state space is a new modeling approach which can be used in factor analysis and expression of network attack and other fields. We will make research on a new factor space reasoning model and discuss equivalence partitioning and associating mechanisms in an analysis factor neuron in the next work.
